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Gene flow among populations can enhance local adaptation if it introduces new genetic variants available for selection, but strong
gene flow can also stall adaptation by swamping locally beneficial genes. These outcomes can depend on population size, genetic
variation, and the environmental context. Gene flow patterns may align with geographic distance (IBD—isolation by distance),
whereby immigration rates are inversely proportional to the distance between populations. Alternatively gene flow may follow
patterns of isolation by environment (IBE), whereby gene flow rates are higher among similar environments. Finally, gene flow may
be highest among dissimilar environments (counter-gradient gene flow), the classic “gene-swamping” scenario. Here we survey
relevant studies to determine the prevalence of each pattern across environmental gradients. Of 70 studies, we found evidence
of IBD in 20.0%, IBE in 37.1%, and both patterns in 37.1%. In addition, 10.0% of studies exhibited counter-gradient gene flow. In
total, 74.3% showed significant IBE patterns. This predominant IBE pattern of gene flow may have arisen directly through natural
selection or reflect other adaptive and nonadaptive processes leading to nonrandom gene flow. It also precludes gene swamping
as a widespread phenomenon. Implications for evolutionary processes and management under rapidly changing environments
(e.g., climate change) are discussed.
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swamping gene flow.

The role of gene flow on adaptation by natural selection is a key
topic in evolution because it can have starkly contrasting effects:
from increasing genetic variation and population size, to diluting
specialized adaptive genetic combinations and thereby reducing
population size (Slatkin 1987; Lenormand 2002). It has become
a critically important topic for understanding and predicting vulnerability and responses of organisms under rapid environmental
change, yet we know very little about the background pattern
of gene flow with respect to environmental and spatial variation in nature. The role of gene flow has encompassed many
contexts, including migration-selection balance (Haldane 1948;
Fisher 1950; Bolnick and Nosil 2007), niche evolution (Holt and
Gomulkiewicz 1997), limits to adaptation in marginal populations (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997), and genetic rescue (Tallmon
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et al. 2004). One issue that is particularly important is the effect
of gene flow on populations under rapidly changing or stressful
conditions—conditions that lead to a sharp reduction in the fitness
of individuals and may lead to long-term damage to populations
(e.g., a rapid decrease in population size resulting from mortality
and reproductive failure; Hoffmann and Parsons 1991).
When populations are small and individuals experience
strong selection, gene flow may increase population size, even
if the resulting phenotypes are generally maladapted, leading to
increases in genetic variation that might allow new adaptations to
take hold and even expand a niche (Holt and Gomulkiewicz 1997).
In this vein, gene flow may have beneficial ecological and evolutionary effects under stressful conditions, such as “sink” habitats (Holt and Gomulkiewicz 1997; Gomulkiewicz et al. 1999).
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Beneficial effects resulting from gene flow into small populations
in stressful environments (i.e., increased fitness or survival of
offspring relative to parental genotypes resulting from breeding
with outside populations) have been demonstrated across a wide
range of taxa, including vertebrates (e.g., Westemeier et al. 1998;
Madsen et al. 1999), invertebrates (e.g., Lenormand and Raymond
2000; Ebert et al. 2002), plants (e.g., Willi et al. 2007; Sexton et al.
2011), and microbes (e.g., Ching et al. 2013).
Gene flow may alternatively have negative consequences in
populations inhabiting stressful conditions through further decreasing fitness as a result of outbreeding depression (Edmands
1999; Tallmon et al. 2004) or the suppression of locally adapted individuals through density-dependent effects (Gomulkiewicz et al.
1999). The negative effects of outbreeding depression via disruption of local adaptation (interactions between genes and environments) and/or genetic incompatibilities (interactions between
genes) have been explored theoretically (e.g., Antonovics 1968;
Edmands and Timmerman 2003) and demonstrated empirically
(e.g., De Meester 1993; Edmands 1999; Fenster and Galloway
2000; Marr et al. 2002; Tallmon et al. 2004; Costa e Silva et al.
2012). The introduction of locally maladapted genes and phenotypes into populations because of strong and asymmetrical gene
flow may prevent adaptation. Theoretical models have explored
this possibility in sink and marginal populations at the extremes
of gradients where gene flow from larger populations adapted
to central conditions might overwhelm (swamp) edge-adapted
genotypes (Holt and Gomulkiewicz 1997; Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Gomulkiewicz et al. 1999; Bridle et al. 2010), although
empirical examples supporting this phenomenon remain rare (but
see Magiafoglou et al. 2002; Fedorka et al. 2012). There is a
need for empirical research to understand factors that may lead
to outbreeding depression, but theoretical studies suggest that
the likelihood of outbreeding depression from gene flow may
increase when there are genomic incompatibilities (e.g., ploidy
differences) or when gene flow results in breeding between populations that have long been isolated (diverged) and adapted to
very different environments (Frankham et al. 2011; Pekkala et al.
2012). Empirical studies have shown that local adaptation to different environments can result in strong selection against immigrants (e.g., Via et al. 2000; Hendry 2004; Nosil et al. 2005) and
against hybrids (Schluter 2000; Rundle and Whitlock 2001). In
addition, immigration can initially increase the fitness of a population, but later generations may suffer outbreeding depression
(Marr et al. 2002). Adaptive divergence may therefore constrain
gene flow between different environments either through selection against immigrants or hybrids (e.g., Schluter 2000; Räsänen
and Hendry 2008).
The extent to which gene flow has negative or positive effects on adaptation will depend to a large extent on how patterns of
gene flow relate to environmental variation (Lenormand 2002). If
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gene flow is high among populations from different environments
(e.g., along a cline), adaptation to local environments may be
stalled. This theory has been extensively developed and discussed
in the context of migration-selection balance, where migration between populations can essentially cancel the diverging effects of
selection (Haldane 1930; Fisher 1950; Mayr 1963; Endler 1973;
May et al. 1975; Slatkin 1985, 1987; Barton 2001; Lenormand
2002; Bridle et al. 2010). Theory on the effects of gene flow on
adaptation has mainly been developed in the context of different
environments, often along a one-dimensional range, among which
populations experience different selection pressures and gene flow
may serve to dampen local adaptation through genetic homogenization. However, gene flow among similar environments (i.e.,
within a two-dimensional range) might facilitate local adaptation
to stressful conditions by both increasing population size and introducing new alleles that are locally beneficial (Sexton et al.
2011). With the threats of habitat fragmentation and rapid environmental shifts under human-induced global change, predicting
the effects of gene flow from varying environmental and spatial
scales is critical because there is potential for gene flow to buffer
populations during contemporary change (e.g., Edmands 2007;
Frankham et al. 2011; Sexton et al. 2011; Sgrò et al. 2011; Kremer
et al. 2012). Despite the large body of literature to understand the
potential effects of gene flow on adaptation, we know surprisingly
little about the actual patterns of gene flow across species ranges,
and whether there are prevailing patterns with respect to spatial and environmental gradients. Understanding how gene flow
corresponds with environmental gradients can inform evolutionary theory on adaptation and inform management of populations
under environmental stress particularly during periods of rapid
environmental change.

Gene Flow Scenarios
There are several scenarios regarding patterns of gene flow with
respect to environmental variation, and here we discuss the predictions, potential causes, and consequences of each scenario under
rapid environmental shifts (Table 1). The first scenario (S1) is
that gene flow patterns with respect to environmental variation
represent those expected under a model of isolation by distance
(IBD). Wright (1943) proposed that, given limits on dispersal
and in the absence of selection, drift would cause populations
to become more differentiated at greater distances and that this
process should be more pronounced as average population size
decreases. Thus, under strict IBD, distance predicts differentiation
as a result of dispersal limitation and drift, irrespective of environmental differences, and gene exchange may happen equally along
(similar environments) and across (different environments) gradients within dispersal limits. In rapidly changing environments,
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Summary of scenarios, predictions, potential causes, and consequences of rapid environmental change with regards to patterns
of gene flow with respect to environmental gradients.

Table 1.

Scenarios

Prediction/pattern

Potential consequences under
rapid environmental change

Potential causes

S1: Genetic isolation Gene exchange (genetic
by distance (IBD)
similarity) is greater at
shorter distances

Dispersal limitation and drift,
irrespective of environmental
differences among sites

S2: EnvironmentGene exchange strongest
driven gene flow:
among similar
in the direction of
environments; gene
adaptation
exchange among similar
(IBE—isolation
environments is greater
by environment)
than predicted under IBD
Gene exchange strongest
S3: Environmentamong dissimilar
driven gene flow:
environments: gene
against the
exchange among
direction of
dissimilar environments
adaptation
is greater than predicted
(counter-gradient
by IBD
gene flow)
S4: Unrestricted gene No structure and low
flow
differentiation

Nonrandom mating due to
environmental differences (e.g.,
phenological timing); local
adaptation due to strong selection

S5: Historical
limits/limited
gene flow

Gene exchange patterns
correspond with
historical population
patterns

Adaptive responses may be more
rapid under strict IBD than under
S2, but will be constrained by the
natural dispersal mechanisms of
an organism
Adaptation may be faster under
stable conditions, but not
necessarily under rapid
environmental change

Dispersal patterns against gradient
Adaptation may be more difficult,
(e.g., direction of prevailing wind);
or prevented, under stable
gene swamping
conditions, but might be faster
under rapid environmental
change

Few dispersal limits; random mating;
weak or no selection across
gradients

Could lead to more rapid adaptation
because of gene shuffling across
environments, but local
adaptation may be constrained by
migration load
High extinction possible when
Very low gene flow due to strong
adaptive genetic variation is
historical influences such as
limited
colonization, extinction, or refugia;
or cases of severe dispersal
limitation due to geographic
factors (e.g., islands) and/or
biological constraints (e.g., species
having few, small populations, or
having extremely limited dispersal
capabilities)

adaptive responses to environmental stress (i.e., genetic variation
to respond to novel selection pressures) under strict IBD will
therefore be constrained by the natural dispersal limitations of the
organism and the size of its populations, but not by the nature or
structure of environmental variation.
A second scenario (S2) may find gene flow to be strongest
among similar environments (i.e., among sites with similar environmental values), to a greater extent than predicted under IBD.
This environment-driven pattern of gene flow, termed “isolation
by environment” or “isolation by ecology” (IBE; Cooke et al.
2012; Zellmer et al. 2012; Bradburd et al. 2013; Shafer and Wolf
2013; Wang et al. 2013) may arise by several mechanisms (Crispo
et al. 2006; Räsänen and Hendry 2008; Schluter 2009; Sobel et al.
2010; Lee and Mitchell-Olds 2011). First, selection and local

adaptation will disrupt patterns of IBD (Wright 1943), and IBE
might arise as a consequence, whereby maladapted immigrants
(and/or hybrids derived from them) from different environments
are selected against, representing strong barriers to gene flow.
Second, IBE may arise through nonrandom mating that is the
result of adaptation to different environments (e.g., mismatches
in flowering windows between locals and immigrants). A classic
example of this scenario comes from plants growing on and near
mine tailings, where adaptation to different soil types has occurred
(Antonovics 1968). McNeilly and Antonovics (1968) showed that
reproductive barriers arose between soil types through evolved
differences in flower bud development as a result of local adaptation. Third, nonrandom mating due to environmentally mediated
phenotypic plasticity, as opposed to genetically based adaptive
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mechanisms above, may cause IBE (see Edelaar and Bolnick
2012). For example, plants growing along an elevation cline or
among different soil types might flower at different times in response to the availability of heat and water. In addition, behavioral
plasticity in animals could result in IBE; animals might choose
particular environments to seek food items based on learned experiences (e.g., predators hunting within territories). Local adaption
may be enhanced with IBE, including through nonrandom migration that is not the outcome of selection. Under IBE, adaptation
may be faster under stable conditions if populations from similar environments are exchanging beneficial alleles and increasing
population size through immigration; however, with rapid environmental change, IBE could result in maladaptation if alleles
from dissimilar environments are required for rapid adaptation.
In a third scenario (S3), “counter-gradient gene flow,” gene
flow may run counter to patterns of environmental variation or local adaptation, being higher across dissimilar environments (the
classic gene-swamping scenario). This might occur if there is
strong directional gene flow from central to marginal populations
along gradients due to differences in the production of propagules
(e.g., Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Barton 2001) or where there
is dispersal in one direction (such as through prevailing winds
pushing propagules up or down a slope (Endler 1973; May et al.
1975). Under this scenario, adaptation may be difficult, or prevented, under stable conditions, but might be faster under rapid
environmental change if strong gene flow across different environments maintains high genetic variation. Note that scenarios 2
and 3 are inherently mutually exclusive.
The final two scenarios in Table 1 concern unrestricted (S4)
versus highly restricted (S5) gene flow patterns and are an extension of the first two scenarios. First, gene flow may follow no pattern with respect to space or environmental gradients (i.e., no IBD
or IBE). Species may have nearly unlimited dispersal capability
(e.g., spore-borne organisms) and may exhibit random (or nearly
random) mating across their distribution. Local adaptation might
then be limited as a consequence of unrestricted high gene flow
unless selection was particularly strong; that is to say, populations
may be subject to a “migration load” (Lenormand 2002). Nevertheless, unrestricted gene flow could have benefits for populations
facing rapid environmental shifts across their entire range due to
maximizing the benefits of gene shuffling across distributions.
Second, there are scenarios in which historical or biogeographic
processes dominate current patterns of gene flow (and IBD or
IBE has not yet established). Potential causes of such scenarios
include recent colonization or extinction events and/or historical
migration events limited by mountain ranges or other topographic
factors. In addition, cases of geographic and/or biological migration constraints, such as insular systems or species with extremely
limited dispersal capacities and few populations (e.g., insular tortoise species), will exhibit highly restricted gene flow (Manel et al.
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2003). In addition to historical processes, habitat fragmentation
can restrict gene flow in many contemporary populations (Fahrig
2003). Although this scenario can result in populations becoming
locally adapted, populations might be unable to accrue benefits
from further immigration and may be at high risk of extinction
under rapid climate shifts if within-population adaptive genetic
variation and population size is low. A continuum of possibilities
among the above five scenarios may exist depending on particular
combinations of factors (e.g., dispersal limitation and the strength
of selection). However, they do each offer distinct predictions for
evaluation in natural systems.
Here we investigate general patterns of gene flow across environments versus geographic distance through a literature review
of empirical studies that have examined patterns in putatively neutral genetic markers across environments. We then discuss what
these patterns of gene flow indicate about evolutionary processes
in nature and how they might influence the ability of populations to counter rapid environmental change through evolutionary
adaptation. Answers to these questions have important implications for the management of threatened populations and species
as well as for understanding the organization of genetic diversity
across landscapes.

Empirical Patterns of Gene Flow
To assess studies that investigated gene flow with respect to environmental gradients, we queried Google Scholar and the ISI Web
of Science databases during October 2012 using the following
search terms: cline, climate, environmental gradient, gene flow,
IBD, IBE, isolation by adaptation, isolation by elevation, isolation by altitude, isolation by depth, latitude, maladaptive gene
flow, population structure, partial Mantel test, replicated transects, and hierarchical Bayesian analysis. We restricted papers
to natural field studies (i.e., nonlab studies, nonhuman studies),
non-hybrid-zone studies, nontheoretical studies, studies that estimated gene flow through putatively neutral genetic markers (not
just adaptation to a cline), and studies examining a clear environmental gradient or source of environmental variability, and those
that tested for a significant relationship of gene flow or genetic
differentiation in neutral genetic markers with respect to the gradient or other source of variability. We supplemented the database
with papers from personal databases. In total, 315 relevant studies
were examined and 110 could be used to evaluate Scenarios 1–5
using the restrictions we defined earlier.
Methods used in studies to detect, describe, and understand
patterns of gene flow fell into four broad categories: Mantel tests,
nested analyses of molecular variance (AMOVAs), analyses of
directional gene flow or genetic differentiation, and multivariate
model-based approaches. Table 2 describes each method category

Estimates genetic
variance within and
among nested
sampling sets or
regions (e.g., replicate
transects along
gradients)

Nested analysis of
molecular variance
(AMOVA)

Various methods to
estimate gene flow
strength and
directionality (e.g.,
Nm , BayesAss,
Migrate) and to
compare levels of
differentiation among
populations
(especially FST s)

Examines the
relationship between
data matrices of any
type. Partial Mantel
tests allow the
comparison of
matrices while
holding other matrix
effects constant

Mantel and Partial
Mantel test

Analyses of directional
gene flow or genetic
differentiation

Description

Advantages

Can easily compare the
IBD only: Mantel test detects
relative strength and
significant IBD, but no
direction of effects of
significant IBE; IBE only:
different gradients (e.g.,
Mantel test detects a significant
spatial, environmental)
IBE, but no significant IBD;
on genetic variation.
IBD and IBE: Partial mantel
Flexible and few
tests detect a significant IBD
assumptions required in
(after accounting for
its application
environmental differences) and
IBE (after accounting for
distance)
IBD only: Significant FST s/genetic Provides a straightforward
variation among regions, but
test to compare the
not among environments within
contributions of spatial
the same region; IBE only:
versus gradient effects
Significant FST s/genetic
variation among environments
within the same region, but not
among regions; IBD and IBE:
Significant FST s/genetic
variation among regions and
among environments within the
same region
Counter-gradient gene flow: Nm
Can identify asymmetric
or m is higher in one direction
gene flow such as
of the geographic/
source–sink dynamics,
environmental gradient
local and complex
patterns, and strength of
differentiation based on
distance vs.
environment

Evidence for IBD/IBE
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(Continued)

Byars et al. (2009),
Sensitive to incomplete
Holliday et al.
population sampling
(2012)
and can be sensitive to
HWE violations; does
not implicitly compare
strength of IBD and IBE

Hirao and Kudo
(2004), Hadado
et al. (2010)

McCairns and
Bernatchez (2008),
Wassermann et al.
(2010)

Partial Mantel tests have
been criticized for
having high Type 1
error rates. Identifies
signal and further work
is needed to determine
significance

Utility to parsing IBD vs.
other gradients is
sensitive to sampling
scale rather than using
quantitative measures.
For example, may be
unable to distinguish
IBE from IBD when
transect distances are
equal to inter-transect
distances

Example studies

Issues

Summary of analytical methods used to contrast patterns of gene flow across landscapes with geographic and environmental distance.

Method

Table 2.
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Clark and Ainsworth
(1993); Foll and
Gaggiotti (2006);
Faubet and
Gaggiotti (2008);
Bradburd et al.
(2013); Wang et al.
(2013)
Can have high false
discovery rate due to
large number of models
being compared;
inference may suffer
from low sample sizes
when high numbers of
variables and/or models
are being compared
Can identify the relative
impacts of multiple
environmental and
spatial distances on
genetic patterns within
the landscape; can also
test for different
scenarios such as range
expansion and
marginality
Different multivariate,
model-based
approaches such as
GESTE, BIOENV,
BIMR and similar
programs; multiple
regression; structural
equation modeling
(SEM)
Multivariate,
model-based analyses

IBD only: the model with the
highest probability includes
only distance. IBE only; the
model with the highest
probability includes only the
environmental factor; IBD and
IBE: the model with the highest
probability includes distance
and the environmental factor

Description
Table 2.

Continued.

Method

Evidence for IBD/IBE

Advantages

Issues

Example studies
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as well as some advantages, issues, and examples and lists the
criteria within each method category by which studies were evaluated for supporting the various scenarios. Mantel tests provide
a straightforward way to test for IBD and IBE. If both IBD and
IBE were significant, studies were only included if Partial Mantel
tests were used to test for the relative contribution of distance
and environment (see Table 2). Table S1 reports the Mantel tests
results for IBD and IBE, as well as the Partial Mantel test results
for IBD correcting for environmental variation and for IBE correcting for spatial variation. Studies using an AMOVA approach
were included when genetic variation/differentiation was estimated within and among environmental and spatial transects (see
Table 2). In addition, Table S1 reports if phenotypic traits were
included, if the study found evidence for adaptive divergence, and
the marker type, average FST and the scale of the studies.
Our initial evaluation of the studies led to cases where there
was very limited structure (supporting S4—unlimited gene flow),
or cases where patterns of genetic structure were mostly related to
historical or phylogeographic patterns supporting S5 (geographically limited gene flow). The remaining studies (N = 70) finding
structure in relation to gradients were evaluated for their support
of Scenarios 1–3. Studies tested genetic structure against a variety
of potential explanatory environmental variables, and often used
proxies for climate variation such as elevation and latitude. Some
studies considered only a single environmental variable (e.g., elevation), but others considered a number (e.g., air temperature,
rainfall, etc.).
The 110 studies examined represented a broad spectrum of
variation in taxonomic groups, environmental factors, analytical
methods, and genetic markers (Table 3). Data recorded from all
studies can be found in Table S1. Ten studies that could not differentiate between Scenarios 1–3 due to strong correlations between
geography and the environmental gradient were excluded and 100
studies could therefore be used for the analysis. Twenty-one studies (21%) found support for S4 and 9 studies (9%) supported S5.
For vertebrates, six studies (13.0%) supported S4 and six studies (13.0%) supported S5. For invertebrates, 10 studies (41.7%)
supported S4 and three studies (12.5%) supported S5. For plants,
five studies (16.7%) supported S4 and none supported S5. For
the remaining 70 studies (70%) supporting Scenarios 1–3, results
are described later by broad taxonomic category and overall, and
they are also summarized in Figure 1. Three studies supporting S3
also supported other scenarios (S2 and S1, 2) and are represented
multiple times in Figure 1.
VERTEBRATES

IBE (S2) was the strongest pattern observed among vertebrate
studies, with moderate evidence of strict IBD (S1) and only two
examples of counter-gradient gene flow (S3). Thirty-four vertebrate studies showed genetic structure and could differentiate
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Summary of taxonomic, environmental, analytical, and genetic marker variation among 100 studies examined for gene flow
patterns. Some studies included more than one subcategory.

Table 3.

Category
Gradient
Elevation
Latitude/longitude
Climate factors (e.g., rainfall)
Habitat type (e.g., vegetation)
Analyses
Mantel tests
AMOVA
F-statistic
Directional gene flow
Multivariate, model based
Phylogeographic analyses
Markers
Microsatellites (SSRs)
Allozymes
AFLP
RAPD
DNA sequence

Vertebrates

Invertebrates

Plants

Overall

15
3
13
20

7
11
3
3

11
2
9
9

33
16
25
32

40
9
1
1
16
5

16
14
2
3
2
4

26
11

82
34
3
7
21
9

34
3
2
2
6

13
4
3
1
8

16
7
3
2
3

3
3

IBD only
IBD and IBE
IBE only
Counter-gradient gene flow

60

% of studies

63
14
8
5
17

16

40

5

10
26 26

13
8
3
5

20

2

14

2
3

4

7
2

0
Vertebrates

Invertebrates

Plants

Overall

Taxonomic group
Figure 1.

Summary of findings among 70 studies having data to support Scenarios 1–3 (1: IBD—isolation by distance; 2: IBE—isolation

by environment; 3: counter-gradient gene flow) regarding patterns of gene flow with respect to environmental gradients. Studies are
shown by broad taxonomic category and overall. The number of studies within each category is given above each bar.

between IBD and IBE patterns. Sixteen studies (47.1%) showed
evidence for IBE, but no significant IBD. Thirteen studies (38.2%)
showed both evidence for IBD and IBE after accounting for distance, resulting in a total of 29 studies (85.3%) that showed significant IBE patterns after accounting for distance. Only four studies
(11.8%) showed significant IBD relationship, but no IBE, and
two studies (5.9%) showed evidence for counter-gradient gene

flow. One study, Wang et al. (2013), evaluated IBD versus IBE in
17 species of Anolis lizards from the Greater Antillean islands.
They found significant patterns of both IBD and IBE, with IBD
explaining a greater level of variance than IBE. Due to the phylogenetic and geographic non-independence of this system, we
counted this study as one study supporting both evidence for IBD
and IBE in our tally.
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The average FST was similar between studies that found IBE
only (mean ± SE, FST = 0.079 ± 0.025), IBD and IBE (FST =
0.111 ± 0.036), IBD only (FST = 0.077 ± 0.043), or countergradient gene flow (FST = 0.052 ± 0.013). Studies that did not
reveal genetic structure had a low average FST (0.021 ± 0.010),
whereas studies with a historical/topographic structure had a very
high average FST (0.399 ± 0.145).

INVERTEBRATES

IBE (S2) was the strongest pattern observed among invertebrate
studies, with some evidence for IBD (S1) and counter-gradient
gene flow (S3). Eleven invertebrate studies showed genetic structure and could differentiate between IBD and IBE patterns. Five
studies (45.5%) showed evidence for IBE, but no significant IBD.
Three studies (27.3%) showed both evidence for IBD and IBE
after accounting for distance, resulting in a total of eight studies
(72.7%) that showed significant IBE patterns. In addition, two
studies (18.2%) showed significant IBD relationship but no IBE,
and two studies (18.2%) showed evidence for counter-gradient
gene flow.
The average FST was higher in studies that found IBE only
(mean ± SE, FST = 0.112 ± 0.036) than in studies that found IBD
and IBE (0.023 ± 0.012), IBD only (FST = 0.022), or countergradient gene flow (0.068 ± 0.057), although these FST s are based
on few studies. Studies that did not reveal genetic structure had a
low average FST (0.019 ± 0.005), whereas studies with a historical/topographic structure had high average FST (0.349 ± 0.223).

PLANTS

In contrast to patterns found in animals, IBD (S1) was the strongest
pattern observed among plant studies, with similarly strong evidence for IBE (S2) and some evidence of counter-gradient gene
flow (S3). Twenty-five plant studies showed genetic structure and
could differentiate between IBD and IBE patterns. Five studies
(21.7%) showed evidence for IBE, but no significant IBD. Ten
studies (40.0%) showed both evidence for IBD and IBE after
accounting for distance, resulting in a total of 15 studies (60.0%)
that showed significant IBE. Eight studies (32.0%) showed significant IBD relationship, but no IBE and three studies (12.0%)
showed evidence for counter-gradient gene flow.
The average FST was similar between studies that showed
IBD only (mean ± SE, FST = 0.111 ± 0.067) and in studies
that showed both IBD and IBE (0.102 ± 0.068). It was lower
in studies that found IBE (0.025 ± 0.007) and counter-gradient
gene flow (0.060), although these FST s are based on few studies.
Studies that did not reveal genetic structure had a low average
FST (0.039 ± 0.008), whereas none of the plant studies showed a
historical/topographic structure.
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OVERALL

IBE (S2) was the strongest pattern observed across all studies, with
moderate evidence of strict IBD (S1) and rare evidence of countergradient gene flow (S3). Seventy studies showed genetic structure
and could differentiate between IBD and IBE patterns. Twentysix studies (37.1%) showed evidence for IBE, but no significant
IBD. Twenty-six studies (37.1%) showed both evidence for IBD
and IBE (after accounting for distance), resulting in a total of 52
studies (74.3%) that showed significant IBE patterns. Fourteen
studies (20.0%) showed significant IBD relationship, but no IBE.
Seven studies (10.0%) showed evidence for counter-gradient gene
flow.
The average FST was similar between studies that found
IBE only (mean ± SE, FST = 0.077 ± 0.017), IBD and IBE
(0.098 ± 0.026), IBD only (0.090 ± 0.039), or counter-gradient
gene flow (0.056 ± 0.016). Studies that did not reveal genetic
structure had a low average FST (0.024 ± 0.004), whereas studies
with a historical/topographic structure had very high average FST
(0.382 ± 0.114).

EFFECTS OF DIVERGENCE, MARKERS, AND SCALE

To test for consistency among studies that varied in divergence,
scale, and molecular marker variables, we compared results
among categories within each variable. When excluding FST values > 0.1 (16 studies), patterns remained qualitatively similar to
overall patterns. Twenty of 54 studies (37.0%) found IBE, 20 studies (37.0%) found IBE and IBD, 11 studies (20.4%) found IBD,
and six studies (11.1%) found counter-gradient gene flow. Similarly, results remained similar when only including studies that
used microsatellites (45 studies). Seventeen studies (37.8%) found
IBE, 21 studies (46.7%) found IBE and IBD, six studies (13.3%)
found IBD, and two studies (4.4%) found counter-gradient gene
flow.
To test for scale effects, studies were divided in three categories: 0–3500 km2 (category 1), 3501–320,000 km2 (category
2), and 320,001–450,000,000 km2 (category 3). In category 1
(22 studies), 10 studies (45.5%) found IBE, five studies (22.7%)
found IBE and IBD, six studies (27.3%) found IBD, and two studies (9.1%) found counter-gradient gene flow. In category 2 (22
studies), eight studies (36.4%) found IBE, eight studies (36.4%)
found IBE and IBD, five studies (22.7%) found IBD, and two studies (9.1%) found counter-gradient gene flow. In category 3 (21
studies), seven studies (33.3%) found IBE, nine studies (42.9%)
found IBE and IBD, four studies (19.0%) found IBD, and one
study (4.8%) found counter-gradient gene flow. In addition, the
average FST was lowest at the largest scale (mean ± SE FST , category 1: 0.088 ± 0.021, category 2: 0.106 ± 0.026, category 3:
0.062 ± 0.021).
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Nearly a third of cases (30%) did not exhibit spatial or environmental gradient structure including systems that fall under
unlimited gene flow (S4) and highly restricted gene flow (S5) categories. A notably high proportion of invertebrate studies (54.2%,
compared to 26.1% and 16.% for vertebrates and plants, respectively) fell into these categories. Of the cases that did show patterns with respect to gradients, patterns were qualitatively similar
across organisms, spatial scales, divergence levels, and marker
types, with the exception of plants, which had a higher prevalence
of IBD rather than IBE (Fig. 1). It is unclear what causes this disparity between plants and animals. Animal studies occurred over
smaller geographic scales than plant studies on average: animals
(5,390,130 km2 ), plants (13,252,117 km2 ), vertebrates (7,282,901
km2 ), invertebrates (1,680,301 km2 ). This difference in average
scale might have affected the relative importance of IBD versus
IBE. Nevertheless, the prevalence of different scenarios generally
did not change across scales or differentiation levels. In addition,
plants exhibited a lower average FST than animals (mean ± SE
FST , plants: 0.077 ± 0.022, animals: 0.112 ± 0.022, vertebrates:
0.127 ± 0.030, invertebrates: 0.086 ± 0.033), which suggests
that limited dispersal in plants did not contribute (although FST
estimates can vary with the markers used).
Of the studies examined (N = 110), only 32 (29.1%) were
designed in such a way as to be able to simultaneously account
for both environmental and spatial variation. However, there appears to be a continuum of scenarios, from pure IBE through
contributions of both IBE and IBD, and then to pure IBD, with at
least a few cases of counter-gradient gene flow. For studies that
identified IBE as the main pattern, divergent selection was most
often invoked in invertebrates and vertebrate studies. Conversely,
phenological separation was most often invoked to explain IBE
in plants (Table S1).
The type of genetic markers, size, shape, and dimensionality
of geographic ranges and the methods used to detect gene flow
with regards to environmental gradients may influence patterns
and the likelihood of supporting different gene flow scenarios.
Different genetic markers were used, with microsatellites being
the most common (63% of studies; Table 3). Microsatellites are
expected to be neutral and therefore to represent neutral genetic
structure. Other markers such as allozymes are more likely to be
under selection and could therefore be expected to reflect IBE patterns more often (e.g., Zhang and Hewitt 2003). We did however
find a similar IBD/IBE ratio when comparing microsatellites with
other markers, suggesting that the patterns found here were not
affected by marker type. Although neutral markers should not be
under selection, barriers to gene flow imposed by strong selection
and local adaptation between populations will be detectable in
neutral markers, as in the case where maladapted immigrants do
not successfully breed with individuals from local populations. In

this sense, IBE arising from selection leads to decreased effective
dispersal rates (Crispo et al. 2006; Räsänen and Hendry 2008;
Schluter 2009; Sobel et al. 2010; Lee and Mitchell-Olds 2011).
IBE arising from causes other than selection (e.g., nonrandom
mating driven by phenotypic plasticity) will also be detectable
through neutral markers.
The scale of the study area varied extremely among studies
(5–450,000,000 km2 ) and genetic structure, as well as the importance of IBD versus IBE, might depend on the scale. Our results
however suggest that IBD/IBE ratios are similar among scale
classes and that IBE is more important than IBD at all scales.
We also found the lowest FST value in the largest scale class;
most of the study organisms in this class have the potential for
long-distance dispersal (e.g., wolves, dolphins) and show very low
genetic structure, leading to the pattern that genetic differentiation does not increase with increasing study area. The shape and
dimensionality of a geographic range may influence the scenario
supported. For instance, geographic ranges that are essentially
linear or sampling designs that sample along one linear transect
will be unable to disentangle IBD from IBE, but can at least test
for the presence of counter-gradient gene flow using directional
gene flow analyses. For geographic ranges that include more dimensions (i.e., latitude, longitude, elevation), broad and replicated
sampling of gradients allows for the inclusion of more analyses
(Table 2) and the testing of more scenarios.
Most of the methods used in the evaluated studies were recently reviewed or discussed by Balkenhol et al. (2009), Legendre
and Legendre (2012), or Sork et al. (2013). The most commonly
used Mantel tests can test for the relative strength and direction
of effects of different gradients (Table 2). However, Mantel tests
have been criticized for having high Type 1 error rates, caused
by the inability to distinguish between different correlated factors (Balkenhol et al. 2009; Guillot and Rousset 2013). If multicollinearity is a problem, we would however expect that this
error rate is similar when testing for IBD and IBE, and therefore
not biasing the likelihood of data fitting either of these patterns.
Analyses of molecular variances can compare the contributions
of spatial versus gradient effects, yet they are more sensitive to
sampling scales in distinguishing between IBD and IBE (Table 2).
Many of the evaluated studies only compared genetic distance with one environmental factor, whereas distance is likely
correlated with several environmental factors that might or might
not affect gene flow. Our estimates of IBE should therefore be
rather conservative, as some of the IBD patterns found might be
driven by an unmeasured environmental factor. Ideally, many factors should be tested simultaneously. Multivariate model-based
approaches can be very effective in testing how distance, landscape, and other environmental factors interact and may influence
gene flow (Balkenhol et al. 2009; Legendre and Legendre 2012;
Sork et al. 2013). These models are therefore better suited for
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studies that include multiple environmental and/or landscape factors. They can however produce false discoveries if a large number
of models are being compared (Balkenhol et al. 2009) and will
require larger sample sizes to simultaneously evaluate many environmental variables and competing models. Most studies that
used model-based approaches did compare the results with other
methods, suggesting that model-based approaches were unlikely
to increase the discovery rate of false IBD and/or IBE. However,
landscape genetics approaches continue to be developed to minimize detection error rates and to maximize not only the power
to detect accurate signals, but to determine the relative strengths
of multiple factors influencing gene flow (e.g., Bradburd et al.
2013). Whatever the analytical method employed, future studies
should focus on understanding the relative importance of spatial
and environmental (i.e., ecological) variation on genetic differentiation, both within and among geographic systems and across
functional and phylogenetic groups.

Evolutionary Implications
The common occurrence of IBE found in this review and another
recent compilation (Shafer and Wolf 2013) has implications for
rates of local adaptation. Where IBE occurs rather than IBD, local adaptation in populations may be more likely because there
is little or no counter-gradient gene flow potentially introducing
poorly adapted genotypes into populations. Adaptive phenotypic
divergence can be found to some degree in studies across all five
scenario categories, documented either in terms of divergence in
adaptive loci or quantitative traits (Table S1). Nevertheless, most
studies have not tested whether phenotypic patterns are plastic or
genetically based, so it is difficult to assess the extent to which
patterns might affect genetic adaptation. In addition, a direct comparison of the likelihood of adaptation and the presence of IBE
is not possible here; this would require (for instance) information
on gene flow across multiple species from the same gradient, an
important future direction for comparative studies and systems
of high conservation priority. If IBE promotes local adaptation
as we predict, we anticipate that the likelihood and strength of
local adaptation would depend on the pattern of gene flow within
species.
The common occurrence of IBE raises questions about the
types of mechanisms that might promote this pattern. These mechanisms include strong natural selection where individuals that migrate into an area, but are poorly adapted to it fail to survive and
reproduce, reducing rates of gene flow between different environments. They also include assortative migration and mating that
might have developed over time in response to ongoing selection. However, IBE might also arise because organisms are often
affected by environmental influences (in the plasticity of their
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reproduction and dispersal) and this can contribute to IBE in the
absence of direct selection for traits contributing to IBE. These
different mechanisms could be disentangled with manipulative
studies such as transplant experiments.
Although we have focused on neutral variation, neutral and
adaptive alleles may show very different patterns of genetic differentiation. Local and immigrant beneficial alleles can be maintained, favored, and established under strong selection, even when
there is high gene flow for neutral alleles. With genomic tools,
it is possible to identify candidate neutral and adaptive alleles
and loci to understand whether gene flow limits local adaptation.
Although immigrant propagules might not become established in
populations if they are locally maladapted, there will still be an
ongoing exchange of neutral and selected alleles among populations in the absence of reproductive isolation, potentially resulting
in ongoing evolutionary divergence among populations exposed
to different selection pressures.
In addressing the effects of gene flow on adaptation, it is
important to determine whether adaptive gene flow effects also
depend on the genetic architecture or basis of local adaptation—
that is to say, whether adaptation occurs without trade-offs (i.e.,
conditional neutrality; Anderson et al. 2013) or with trade-offs
under conditions of antagonistic pleiotropy or mutation accumulation (Gray and Goddard 2012). Under antagonistic pleiotropy,
gene flow is expected to retard adaptation, because when populations are locally adapted to two environments gene flow coupled
with sexual reproduction will result in the ongoing production
and spread of poorly adapted genotypes into those environments
(Nosil and Crespi 2004). Nevertheless it is in this situation where
IBE is likely to be a powerful mechanism enhancing local adaptation by reducing the spread of poorly adapted genotypes. Under conditional neutrality or mutation accumulation, gene flow
is more likely to be adaptive because local adaptation is not expected to result in poorer performance in other environments, and
in this case the benefits of IBE in promoting adaptation should be
reduced. Populations isolated for a long time may have accrued
genetic incompatibilities, even if occurring in similar environments, and this might negate the potential adaptive benefits of
IBE.
Several studies have found differences in local adaptation
across species from the same gradient; for instance, Byars et al.
(2007) found local adaptation across an elevation gradient in a
grass, but a forb failed to show a similar pattern of local adaptation
(Byars and Hoffmann 2009). Similarly, Clausen et al. (1940) considered local adaptation in multiple species of plants across central
California and found evidence of strong differentiation in many
species but not all, whereas Haider et al. (2012) found adaptive
genetic differences in many species, but not others, in response
to elevation in invasive species in Tenerife. In addition, adaptive structure has been found across latitude in multiple conifer
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species of the Pacific Northwest of North America (e.g., Rehfeldt
et al. 1999; Mimura and Aitken 2007). However, although these
types of studies show differences among species in adaptive patterns, they do not establish whether these differences reflect variation in patterns of gene flow and/or pleiotropy/mutation. The Poa
grass studied by Byars et al. (2009) showed evidence of IBE, but
gene flow was not considered in the forb they investigated (Byars
and Hoffmann 2009). To allow for comparisons, patterns of gene
flow across multiple phylogenetically independent species groups
should ideally be established.
Given the prominence of IBE in nature, swamping gene flow,
a scenario that is not compatible with IBE, is less likely than one
might expect. This finding is particularly interesting within the
context of limits to adaptation given the prominent role often assigned to gene swamping in the scientific literature in stalling
adaptation (e.g., Slatkin 1987) and species range expansion (e.g.,
Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997). Although most studies support
S2, our overview did point to a few studies that suggested cases
where gene flow could inhibit local adaptation (S3). One of these
involved Drosophila serrata; in this species, populations at the
southern (high latitude) border develop increased (geneticallybased) levels of cold resistance after winter, which are lost by
autumn, most likely reflecting high levels of gene flow bringing poorly adapted genotypes into the population (Magiafoglou
et al. 2002). Similarly in crickets unidirectional gene flow toward
northern border populations probably leads to the presence of
genotypes with inappropriate diapause patterns in northern populations (Fedorka et al. 2012). These studies and others suggesting
reduced local adaptation under high gene flow (Nosil and Crespi
2004; Paul et al. 2011; Holliday et al. 2012) indicate that gene
flow can have negative effects across environmental gradients.
Under strong selection, adaptive differences can be maintained among populations despite high levels of gene flow. There
are numerous examples in the literature of genetic divergence in
quantitative traits despite a lack of population structure, including
early studies on responses to toxins and other stresses in plants
(Linhart and Grant 1996) as well as more recent work on adaptation to elevation and other gradients (Ribeiro et al. 2011). These
studies highlight the discordant patterns exhibited by neutral and
nonneutral genetic markers (Mckay and Latta 2002). Nevertheless, patterns of differentiation might be predictable based on gene
flow and the genetic architecture of local adaptation (e.g., antagonistic pleiotropy, etc.) as discussed earlier. The ideal level of
gene flow to promote adaptive divergence may be an intermediate
level as has been demonstrated theoretically (e.g., Gomulkiewicz
et al. 1999) and in the laboratory (e.g., Venail et al. 2008). To our
knowledge ideal levels and environmental sources of gene flow
for adaptation have not been directly tested in natural environments. Experimental gene flow studies testing various spatial and

environmental separation are needed to develop a predictive, contextual framework for the effects of gene flow (Frankham et al.
2011), including the effects of gradient steepness (Bridle et al.
2010).

Management Implications Under
Rapid Environmental Shifts
Patterns of gene flow have implications for the adaptive management of populations faced with stressful conditions or rapid
climate change. Environments change and therefore optimal levels of gene flow under one set of conditions might be suboptimal
under a different set of conditions. This may not be an issue under
IBE if the environmental changes are the same as those affecting
gene flow. For instance, along elevation or latitudinal gradients,
which include several of the studies in Table S1, climate warming
may change flowering time, but this would lead to continued IBE.
In contrast, IBD or IBE associated with different variables might
result in patterns of gene flow that are maladaptive. Gene flow
has to extend far enough to cover predicted habitat changes within
generations, and this may hold even in the case of trees with slow
generation times (Kremer et al. 2012).
From a practical perspective, these types of considerations
can be important when thinking about how gene flow might deliberately be modified to increase evolutionary resilience of species
faced with environmental change. Particularly where landscapes
are disconnected and revegetation efforts are being implemented,
there are likely to be opportunities to promote gene flow in species
to increase their adaptability (Broadhurst et al. 2008; Sexton et al.
2011; Sgrò et al. 2011). Strategies include revegetating with a
wider genotypic base that includes source areas locally adapted
to different climates and also potentially deliberately moving
propagules across fragmented landscapes (Sgrò et al. 2011), including “prescriptive” gene flow in cases where populations inhabiting similar environments might bolster each other (Sexton
et al. 2011). In addition, maintaining gene flow may be vital for
maintaining coevolutionary potential, and in particular for permitting hosts to tolerate rapidly evolving pathogens (Gandon and
Nuismer 2009). These approaches can provide an insurance policy in species where generation times are long and where the
velocity of climate change (Burrows et al. 2011) is expected to be
high, making it challenging for natural gene flow to move adapted
genotypes across the landscape. Such approaches are related, but
different than, “managed relocation,” the idea of proactively moving individuals outside their current geographic ranges to colonize
areas of predicted future suitability (Richardson et al. 2009).
Where IBE occurs, and species have relatively short generation times, there is likely to be ongoing adaptive gene flow
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to enhance rates of local adaptation unless levels of landscape
fragmentation are too high to allow exchange between similar environments. However, strong IBD and high genetic differentiation
among species may preclude much local adaptation and in these
cases any manipulated genetic exchange may be mostly beneficial. The issue of adaptive gene flow and phenotypic plasticity is
also worth exploring further; where there is a history of ongoing
maladaptive gene flow preventing local adaptation, selection for
high plasticity (and dispersal rate—explored in Scheiner et al.
2012) may be strong and these species could be relatively robust.

Concluding Remarks
Although this review suggests that gene flow in natural populations may often be environmentally structured, several issues
remain to be addressed. First, the connection between mechanism and patterns of gene flow remains poorly understood in
most cases. IBE is likely where environmental conditions affect
synchronization of mating (e.g., flowering time, pollinator availability, gamete release, timing of lekking, etc.) and patterns of
dispersal. In addition, IBE may be a result of strong natural selection. If strong selection is maintaining IBE, rapid environmental
shifts will change the phenotypic targets of selection, allowing for
successful immigration from different environments (e.g., allowing successful immigration of genotypes from warmer climates
under climate warming). Field studies are needed that can disentangle the contributions of selection and environmental structuring to patterns of gene flow (e.g., Stanton and Galen 1997). With
enough information about the biological attributes of plants and
animals, it may be possible to predict when adaptive IBE as opposed to IBD or counter-gradient gene flow is likely, even in the
absence of genetic data. Once these attributes are clearly defined,
it may even be possible to link phenological patterns to the rates
of adaptation and extinction risks. For instance, population responses and local extinction risk in recent times have been linked
to changes in phenology, either in relation to the environment or
to interacting species (Willis et al. 2008; Morin and Thuiller 2009;
Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2010; Cahill et al. 2013). Perhaps organisms that shift their reproductive time more readily in response
to climate rather than (for instance) photoperiod (Bradshaw and
Holzapfel 2008) are more likely to become locally adapted.
Second, the association between gene flow patterns and local adaptation needs to be examined. For instance, how do fitness,
abundance, and population growth rates vary among populations
with different patterns of gene flow? Although quite a few studies
looking at gene flow have also considered trait variation, this is
often not separated into environmental and genetic components to
test for local adaptation, whereas the strength of selection is rarely
assessed. Therefore, although IBE and strong selection should
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promote local genetic adaptation, it is unclear how often this is the
case, particularly for animal studies. Where transplants and other
approaches cannot be used to establish patterns of local adaptation, it might nevertheless be possible to test for the presence of
adaptive differentiation based on comparisons of genomes from
different populations. These can reveal chromosomal regions of
adaptive divergence and the strength of selection associated with
these regions as well as uncovering relationships to functional
genes under selection (e.g., Coop et al. 2010; Eckert et al. 2010;
Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Keller et al. 2011). Under IBE, divergence among these regions may be enhanced when compared to
populations showing IBD or counter-gradient gene flow patterns.
Third, the long-term impacts of different patterns of gene
flow on the evolution of plasticity remain to be evaluated. Under counter-gradient or high levels of gene flow, selection for
plasticity and epigenetic effects are expected to be particularly
strong, because counter-gradient or high gene flow should limit
the potential for local, genetically based adaptation (Sultan and
Spencer 2002; Scheiner et al. 2012). Therefore, different patterns
of plasticity might be expected under different gene flow scenarios, and patterns of gene flow might shape the evolution of
specific characteristics.
Finally, climate change should affect all of the above patterns
and processes by changing the degree to which systems are at
equilibrium. For example, the balance between migration and
climate-driven selection among populations will surely shift for
some organisms with rapid climate change. In addition, gene
flow might increase or decrease with climate change, depending
on how climate change affects suitable habitat (Wasserman et al.
2010; Olsen et al. 2011). Understanding current gene flow effects
across environmental gradients will improve predictions on the
adaptive capacity of species under climate change scenarios.
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